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Accelerate
growth off the
sports field
with digital
subscription
success

Digital platforms are creating opportunities for sports
organizations to monetize under-exploited rights and
content while building direct engagement with loyal
fans worldwide. Audiences are increasingly willing to
subscribe to multiple content services, creating valuable
recurring revenue streams. But building a successful
subscription business requires a global understanding
of sports fans’ behavior, payment models and partners,
and selection of appropriate technology.

Engaging fans directly to
drive the experience home
Sports fans are willing to pay for direct access to content
from their favorite teams and leagues, making digital the
fastest-growing revenue stream in the sports market, with
improved fan engagement and digital media platforms
creating the two top growth opportunities1. In terms of
revenue streams, digital media rights are expected to
be the key driver of overall growth, with growth rates of
9.7% expected over the next 3-5 years.

“Under-exploited rights, off-season
content, stats and non-game
material including on-demand
highlights, exclusive original content
and behind-the-scenes footage can
all be monetized with an effective
digital platform strategy.”
From the most loyal superfan who want access to
every scrap of content about their team, to new fans in
diverse global markets, to cord-cutters and cord-nevers
without access to traditional pay TV, to niche events
never previously televised, there is a significant revenue
opportunity for sports organizations able to develop
successful direct-to-consumer media content via a
monthly subscription service.
Under-exploited rights, off-season content, stats and nongame material including on-demand highlights, exclusive
original content and behind-the-scenes footage can all
be monetized with an effective digital platform strategy.
But consumers have high expectations, and many
options competing for their entertainment budget.
Maximizing revenue in this increasingly-crowded market
requires a strategy much more sophisticated than simply
adding a credit card form to a website.

Managing the problem
of payments
Experience of selling millions of match tickets to
supporters in the stadium does not automatically translate
to success in generating and maintaining subscriptions
in a global digital business. There are many hurdles to
overcome to build and sustain a successful direct-toconsumer product that can compete on a global basis.
• More than credit cards: Consumers in global markets
use a diverse range of payment methods – including
bank transfers, local debit cards, cash and PayPal, as
well as iTunes and Google Play app stores.
• Global network of partners: Each payment type
and country come with their own group of payment
1.PwC Sports Survey 2019
www.pwc.ch/en/insights/
sport/sports-survey-2019.html

providers and processors that must integrate
seamlessly with a content platform.
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Secrets of sports
subscription success
Successful sports organizations are
deploying multiple strategies to maximize
the value of their direct-to-consumer
subscription business.

• Myriad currencies and tax systems: Consumers expect
to pay in their own currency with pricing tailored for
their market. Tax authorities have implemented a
bewildering array of sales tax and VAT rules for digital
transactions.
Beyond the payment challenges, sports content has its
own unique characteristics making it quite unlike any
other content subscription business.
• Seasonal content: Most subscription strategies depend
on keeping consumers hooked all year round. Sports
clubs must sustain subscriptions during the off-season
or have a strategy to win back viewers each season.
• Demand spikes: High-profile events like a major boxing
match or the start of an international tournament
generate a huge uptick in demand. Infrastructure must
scale up rapidly to support instant fulfilment regardless
of the volume of transactions.
• Fractional games: Engaged fans don’t just want to
subscribe year-round. Successful subscription strategies
allow viewers to sign up for part of a season, a single
match – or even the remaining part of a game.

Winning and keeping customers
Converting free users to paying subscribers and then
retaining them is the key to any subscription business.
Deploying an effective strategy to attract the highestvalue customers and mitigating the risk that they churn
is essential.
• Manage acquisition: The seasonal nature of sport
creates business uncertainty when subscribers wait

• Offering tailored subscription plans:
Year-round or seasonal schemes,
quarterly models allowing fans to pay
for the remaining weeks of a season,
single games or part games will drive
additional engagement and revenue.
• Innovating products: Various sports
teams are using push notifications
to alert fans during a winning game.
Viewers are encouraged to sign up
mid-game and watch their team’s
victory.
• Managing sign-up cadence: Linking
subscriptions to marketing campaigns
to retain customers off-season,
encouraging early sign-ups and
balancing the pre-season load.
• Focusing on account recovery: Using
proactive, automated identification
of the underlying reasons for
failed payments, preventing many
transactions from failing in the first
place, and recovering those that do.
• Driving loyalty: Offering non-monetary
balances and loyalty points to reward
the most engaged fans, allowing
them to access unique content and
experiences.
• Controlling account lifecycles: Actively
managing each subscriber over
time – from marketing and customer
acquisition through retention and
recovery to mitigate churn.

until the last moment before committing. Strategic
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marketing campaigns and incentives spread the
load by encouraging early pre-season sign-ups and
reconversion of lapsed seasonal subscribers.
• Recover failed payments: Customers who try to
sign up but are unable to complete their transaction
represent a direct loss of income. An effective
subscription business needs an armory of tools to
predict and prevent failed payments and proactively
recover those transactions.
• Prevent passive churn: A high proportion of renewal
losses result from passive churn with multiple issues
throughout the payment value chain preventing
successful payments. Effective integration with payment
networks, and retention tools, can dramatically reduce
the unintended loss of engaged subscribers.

Essential capabilities of
a subscription partner
Sports organizations have a wide choice of technology
and service partners for handling subscriptions.

First-time transactions
boost revenue
With more than 250 reasons for card
payments to fail, an effective subscription
platform makes an immediate positive
impact on revenue.
• The Vindicia Subscribe platform
can raise first-time success from
85% to 95% of all new subscription
transactions.
• Vindicia Retain proactively identifies
accounts and payment cards at risk of
passive churn, recovering an average
of 15-30% of passive annual churn
and significantly increasing the total
subscriber base.

Underpinning successful direct-to-consumer platforms
and maximizing revenues are capabilities which
address the particular challenges of running a sports
subscription business.
• Direct to consumer focus: There are significant

as software-as-a-service contracts. Sports organizations
should deploy a subscription platform aimed at the
consumer market.
• Proactive handling of passive churn and failed

differences between business-to-consumer (B2C)

payments: A successful subscription business is a

transactions and business-to-business (B2B)

numbers game, and reducing passive churn is a

subscriptions aimed at a professional audience, such

crucial enabler.
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“Extensive experience of working
in sports subscriptions, with
consulting and project delivery
expertise, significantly increases
the likelihood of creating a
successful direct-to-consumer
subscription business.”

• Global footprint: Creating a worldwide subscription
business requires integration with an extensive range
of payment providers and processors, supporting
multiple currencies, tax regimes and payment
methods.
• Systems integration: A compelling direct-toconsumer platform relies on tight integration of
many components. As well as connecting to payment
providers, a subscription solution must also handle
identity management, geo-location, entitlement and
financial controls. It must integrate in real time to
multiple operational systems including online video
platforms (OVPs), content delivery networks (CDNs) and
marketing/CRM platforms.
• Analytics and benchmarking: Athletes improve their
performance by benchmarking their competitors,
and the same applies to the subscription business.
Access to extensive, anonymized real-world data sets
allows comparisons with similar platforms. Artificial
intelligence tools provide insights, predictive analytics
and proactive responses to improve operations.
• Experience of working with sports organizations:
The unique character of sporting events means sports
rights holders have a specific set of requirements.
Extensive experience of working in sports subscriptions,
with consulting and project delivery expertise,
significantly increases the likelihood of creating a
successful direct-to-consumer subscription business.
Vindicia’s subscription intelligence platform has a proven
track record with sports rights holders and many other
media and content businesses to help them create a
successful subscription business.

What underpins
a successful sports
subscription
business?
• Global: Wide variations in payment
models and consumer behavior require
extensive global market know-how and
partners.
• Flexibility: Accommodating the unique
characteristics of sports seasons, sports
business models and innovative B2C
subscription strategies.
• Retention: Effective, proactive, AIenabled interventions to maximize
sign-up, reduce passive churn and
recovering failed transactions.
• Scale: Capacity to support consumer
levels of activity, bursting to handle
spikes in demand and handling
real-time entitlement to avoid
disappointing fans.
• Knowledge: Experience of making
digital sports subscriptions work
successfully, underpinned by payment
and technology partners and
actionable benchmark data.
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About Vindicia
Vindicia offers comprehensive subscription management solutions that help businesses acquire and retain
more customers. Providing much more than just a billing and payments system, the company’s SaaSbased subscription management platform combines big data analysis, strategic consulting and proprietary
retention technology. Vindicia provides its clients with more recurring revenue, more customer data, better
insights, and greater value throughout the entire subscriber lifecycle. To learn more visit www.vindicia.com.
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